
LECTURE22, May 30, 2023

MEAN-FIELD GAMES.

PROBLEM: Hand to stuoly NASH EQUILIBRIA

with MANY players.

If we look he equil. in feedback form
via PDEs.:State - a state dim for each

agent, a agents. Full state:aim Not

Nol

system of N PDES, each is i

Examples .financial merbits Ne so
--

.ENERGY distribution. N~ 105

·CROWD MOTION A 102

Nocline

Solvi my APDES in No din is NOT FEASIBLE

ifNol> 10.

Ibe. 2006 JRLaszy, P.L, Lions

2005 - 6 P. Caines,o, Huang, R. Malhaha

- supp: "agents are similar", and they interact

only vie the costs a via the EMPIRICAL MEASURE

(II)
ofthe other players, it, III I ~i
Similarity with MEAN-FIELD THEORIES In PHYSICS:



Look for simple MACROSCPIC DESCRIPTION of

complex phenomen instead MICROSCOPIC description.

&.:How describe populations ofpenticles a rational agents?

Assw:by its distribution in the state shoe:

Semount ofagehts in Bated at time t) =M, (B) =

=(pdf(x)
=Spm(x,t)dx
H
ifmyhas a density m (o,t)

①:How does My evolve in
time?

Pet:R:E -Y, E,I metric, MEP(E)

*
the PUSH-FORWARD means of vie I is:FBIY
Bach

(#) #r(B)= =h(1
-(B))

Xz(y):=)
1 e
0 2*E

Mh(*) (((*(2) d(*#r) (2):
=o

= (XB(*(x)dr(x)
Ang 8:E +iR mees le can be aprotinated by



"simple functions" ->

S8(2)0(1#2)(8) =) 8(1())daC. CA

I E

①:How does by evelve if each agentfollows

y(x)
=f(y(x),e) (DS)?

Def. I:flow ars. 4. (DS) i.e.

#(x,1)= selettives of(3
=f15,5)

y(0) =x

=>2 =f(x,,),I(x,0 =xx

Thm. 7!

N. A lipiny, heins => x+f(x,e) is
BIJECTIVE

its inverse is I(1)

Re:Giver MotP(d), Ms= =EC,1) #Mo is

pash forward ofno by I (aubyf....)
10 -

I,1)(B) --...---Be S I

wentto denire an equation for le

Take 4:R" x [0,5] + Rmas.le(tert)th. Ass. rec



Ct ↳
(*) =(x 4 (2,0)dM 12) =(x4((7,e,) drox)

es =I),1)#ro

↳larissa(tie,) doc =

cti

-Spal + x4.1) ((x,s),e)dex) =

.

+4xto,ed18
Now sur Supply compactin Rox Io, i)

si E =>

Arianoei
(WCE)

lef. (WCE) is week from (distributiowell of

the "CONTINUITY EQUATION

(CE) 2 + dik(mf) =

with initial condition te



We proved:

↳ Pushrfaud Ms=(.,) #ro
of MEPCRYvia osatisfies (WCE).

Motivation ofthe news "continuity eg.":
Sun. Mo so. of (WCE) has density:

do(x) =m(x)dx, ae(x) =m(=,3)dx k

mec(" x(0,5) n c (1R" x [0,T]).

CLAM:I solves (E). [WCE) is

-(2)
0 =(+2,0 mo(2) dy +alte +x+.f(m (2,) da as

4, m(i,ecol =pmt - Sym, os =

Integrateby parts
-

- - 4 (2,0)mp/y) - (44m,)12, e) de

div (m4f) =dix (mf) 4 +4x4.(mf)

(21 =I
-

[7m-d(nf))+ +dx(m+7)]dy ds
4anssth.

Sipdoiy(m+f)dy =1 myfordo =0

-suppy
* ext.zaml.

=>0 =((m+dix(mA))+dy de Fr



By the asiteizen of4 =cm, +diy(mf) =0
in i

%

Vicevere (HW) Ifm solves (E) Kaltains initial

data, then des =m),e) dX satisfies (CE)
--

A HEURISTIC DERNATION ofthe MFG (Openfield

gene System ofPDES

Ref. . Candelieguet LN 2013 Celso with ponetta ...)
·P.Lions lecture of College de France.

Take a population ofagents withdynamic

y() = - a(e), as(Eid,y(t) =x

cost functional ofthe generic agect:

Js,x,a(1): =(YL(a(x) +F(yx),e))-n +g(y(t))
Ass. notto, Laver, H=2*convet22j.

HTB associded in

CHID) I
- 4 +H(4,n) =f(x,t) in xSO,T)

u(x,T) =f(x)

Lame (vent them. I Coninfect. 5)



Ifned solves (HTB), LEC, DL invertible. (DLEc
=>DHCPyhCAit)) is an optimal feedback, i.e.,

g() =
- DH(D,h(y(e),1) 1xt
eS y(t) =x

=>(e)
↑

has a ed. I att) minimize 5(4,7,0).

Consequence ofLCE/$(TD):If all agent, have
the seme Lost L+E, one all "national", $Ined
sol ofCHIB),then the distribution of the popolation
is a week salut of

I m+ - dix(mDHCP,n)) =0

m(t,0) =m.(X).

Now supp, e
a players, the cost ofthe N-th

depecob also on the empirical mese
N-1 I =DinecEeses =it,
i =gices gic) =hosition

ofi-th flagh
F:12"*ICRY) -> iR A

The value fairofthe outh
(y(s),hN(e))

plage solve

I
- t +H)DV) =F(x,h(t) I

I WNCH,T) =8CA.



supp, all players behere OPTIMALLY, all equal

to the Nth. Then Igices is a weak solof

My -dir (DH(DVN)) =0
I
Mo = xi /

thes

4 2-
di (INDHCDUNI) =

I

h(1,0)
=ho(x)

Assume as Ne00 mthe Vt, ht has a density
m (it), r* -u with allorative, Icont

I "expect":
- n +H(D+4)

=F(x,m) in i
"

+ 10,5)

(MF47 E m, - div (mDHD)) =0 12

(m(7,0) =m, (A), uCx,T) =f(x).

N.B systemof beckwerd HIDE.-

· forward coht. eq.

Aligolous proofofthe limit N->0 is

not known yet.

can give a
CAME-THEORETIC Iustification of

IRFC) as descrisinga Nash-type equilibeinm.



Det. Apain (2, n), h:[0,T.-IP(R"),
u: M" + [0,T]-IRise MFS equil. it.

· n is the value th ofthe opt. Withpobl.
with 2st ((0)) +Fee), Mn)

· i is the distis of a population ofplayers
all following the feedbach DHCD/2), optimal

tor previous setol. pb.

"For an agent itis not convenient. To deviate

from DHSD(4) ifthe rest ofthe population does

not deviate"


